U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 001

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Nileshkumar Chimanlal Patel
H. No. 15/335, Opp. Sai Kripa Society No-1, Mashal Chowk, Kathiria, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature ____________________  Signature of Invigilator ____________________

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 002

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Mayur Jasvantbhai
H. No. 29/3, Ajran Falia, Kachigam, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 003

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Shital Kirit
H. No. 61/D, Patel Falia, Nr. Chhibadi Mata Mandir, Marwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 004

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Tejal Yogesh
H. No. 61/D, Patel Falia, Nr. Chhibadi Mata Mandir, Marwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **005**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**  
Patel Nirali Manilal  
H. No. 44/B/1, Ambawadi, Moti Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 006
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Hemant Raichand
H. No. 400, Chheda Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 007

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Solanki Bhavyesh Vira
H. No. 182, Vadi Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* 
Signature of the Candidature Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 008
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.    Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:         VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
Satish Bhagvan Baraiya                        MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 1702, Dholawadi, Saudwadi,            NANI DAMAN.
Vanakbara, Diu-362570

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 009

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Rakesh Lakhman Bamania
H. No. 633, Vachhadawadi, Saudwadi, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 010

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:       VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Sohil Shantilal Mehta
H. No. 162/2/CH, Bhandarwad, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 011

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Prakashkumar Govindbhai
H. No. 204, Prakash Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 012

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:       VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Navinkumar Bhagubhai
Opp. Supreme Ind. Estate, Pataliya Road,
Bhimpore, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 013
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Tejalben Kishanbhai
Navyug Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **014**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Baraiya Sumit Meghji  
H. No. 149, Jalaram Krupa, Nakheriwadi, Vanakbara, Diu-392570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 015

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:       VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Nimesh Kanji Sikotariya                                    MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.
H. No. 144, Vadi Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 016

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Rana Ronakkumar Bharatbhai
H. No. 2/202, Heera Kunj, Rana Street, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 017
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
Reema Kiranbhai Patel MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.
H. No. 159/1, Bhandarwad, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 018

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Prashant Babu Bamania  
H. No. 1815, Tankiwadi, Main Road, Vanakbara

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 019

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Bhandari Ketan Harkishan
Bhandarwad, Bhimpore, Nani Daman.

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature________________________Signature of Invigilator________________________

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 020  
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Akshay Dilipbhai Patel  
H. No. 230/3, Prakash Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 021
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Baraiya Kanji Karsan
H. No. 1749, Agriya Street, Azad Chowk, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 022
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Bhaviniben Jagubhai
H. No. 109/3, Bhandarwad, Kadaiya, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN

Signature of the Candidature ____________________
Signature of Invigilator ____________________

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 023

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Bhavikkumar Jagubhai Patel  
H. No. 109/3, Bhandarwad, Kadaiya, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **024**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Pratiksha Rameshbhai Patel  
Vachala Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 025
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Baraiya Mayur Ramji
H. No. 2448/1, Main Road, Mithiwadi,
Saudwadi, Vanakbara, Diu

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 026

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016  Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Indravadan Sureshbhai
H. No. 35, Koli Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 027

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Hitesh Amrutlal Dalki
H. No. 2749, Chogan Falia, Kharwavada,
Bundar Road, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 028
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Devarshi Arjun MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 291, Talav Falia, Patlara, Moti NANI DAMAN.
Daman

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature       Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 029
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Ashwina Arjun,  
H. No. 291, Talav Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 030
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
Patel Jyotsanaben Gulabbhai MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 102, Bhandarwd, Bhimpore, Nani NANI DAMAN.
Daman

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 031

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Bhandari Milankumar Nareshbhai  
H. No. 322/2, Dhodiawad, Kachigam, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 032

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Akash Mahesh Dari
378-2A, Wadi Falia, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* _________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 033

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Dharmesh Chunilal Solanki
H. No. 1013(1), Tankiwadi, Saudwadi, Diu-362570

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 034

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:    VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Tarabai Punjabhai Bamania
H. No. 1717/1, Dholawadi, Saudwadi, Diu-362570

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- 035  
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**  
Dipak Ukarda Charaniya  
H. No. 2964, Khajuriya Sheri, Azad Chowk, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 036

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Ravi Velji Solanki
H. No. 1011, Nagsheri, Saudwadi, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 037

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: Sajudin Lukmanji Mansuri
H. No. 965, Masjid Street, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST: MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 038

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Vinod Punjabhai Bamania  
Daman Raktdan Kendra, Govt. Hospital Campus, Marwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **039**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:</th>
<th>VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patel Roshniben Ashwinbhai</td>
<td>MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. No. 72J, School Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Signature of the Candidature* ____________________________ *Signature of Invigilator* ____________________________

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 040
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Jagrutoiben Gulabbhai  
Moti Vankad, School Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 041

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Charaniya Yogeshkumar Velji MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 400/1, Vadi Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu- NANI DAMAN.
362570

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 042

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Nikunjkumar Gandabhai
H. No. 13/96/B/FF-1, Dhakni Wadi, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 043
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Jinal Ishwarbhai Patel
Amaliya Falia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 044

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:    VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Nilaben Babubhai Patel      MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.
H. No. 57/3, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 045

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.       Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Heena Babubhai MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 57/3, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani NANI DAMAN.
Daman

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 046

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Hitesh Mansukhbhai 
Kumbhar Falia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ________________       ____________________ 
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 047

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: Bamania Prasantkumar Sharadchandara H. No. 67, Khaniyawada, Diu-362520

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST: MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

**ADMIT CARD**  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..  

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**  

Roll Number. :- **048**  
Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**  

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**  
**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**  

| Jagruti Mohanbhai  
Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman  | MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  |

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 049

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Sandipkumar Babubhai
H. No. 14/135, Near Air Port, Dalwada, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature ____________________

Signature of Invigilator ____________________

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **050**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patel Raj Arjun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. No. 933, Koliwad, Bhenslore, Nani Daman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

| MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

**Note:-** *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 051

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Pritesh Shankar
H. No. 841, Wad Chowki, Bhenslore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

*To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 052

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Maneshbhai Amratbhai 
Lodha Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* 
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 053

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Jitesh Suresh Patel
Bandh Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 054

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: Kapadia Jaykumar Hareshbhai, H. No. 15, Bhuteshwar Housing Society Ghoghla, Diu-362540

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 055

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Pinal Jamnadas
H. No. 1073, Ambawadi, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **056**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**
Milankumar Soma Solanki
H. No. 3086, Vadla Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 057

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Solanki Jignesh Jentilal
H. No. 220/2, Vaniya Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **058**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**
Patel Pravinbhai Mohanbhai
H. No. 43/1, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* 
Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamladatar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **059**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Nirmalkumar Rameshbhai  
H. No. 341/B, Lodha Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 060

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Darshanaben Rameshbhai  
H. No. 341/B, Lodha Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 061

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Daxesh Ramubhai
Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 062

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Hemlataben Dhirubhai
H. No. 218, Sadak Falia, Nr. GIDC, Amalia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 063
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patelk Nilam Dhirubhai  
H. No. 218, Sadak Falia, Nr. GIDC, Amalia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 064

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Tejal Rajubhai  
Chowki Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 065

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Bhavesh Ranjitbhai
H. No. 204, Bhandarwad, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________   ____________________
Signature of the Candidature  Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 066

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Solanki Rajnikant Jamnadas  
H. No. 423, Vadisher, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ___________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **067**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Krishnakumar Raja Bamania
H. No. 287, Vadisheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature       Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **068**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Patel Hemaxi B.
H. No. 85/1, Patel Falila, Pariyari, Moti Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*                          *Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **069**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Ichchiben Dulabhbhai
H. No. 53, Navyug Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 070

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:        VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Ajay Nagin        MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.
H. No. 197/2. Lodha Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph and rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 071
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Baraiya Dineshkumar Somabhai
H. No. Vadlasheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 072
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Kanaiyalal Bagoane
H. No. 1177, Saudwadi, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate  is hereby  requested to self  attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 073

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jentilal Babu Charaniya</th>
<th>MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. No. 1606(3), Unchapada, Saudwadi, Vanakbara, Diu-362570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature       Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **074**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

| Jethwa Prashant Visnu          | MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |
| "Shanti Kunj" Dr. Kelkar Rd., Opp. Manesh Medical, Diu-362520 | |

*______________________       ____________________*
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **075**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rajkumar Varjang Rathod</td>
<td>H. No. 1133, Pinjara Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 076
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:                         VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Bamania Mayur Jiva                                      MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 1304, Jalaram Vatika, Vashadawadi,                     NANI DAMAN.
Vanakbara-Diu-362520

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 077

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:        VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Vaishya Vishvaskumar Kanjibhai
H. No. 238/1, Azad Chowk, Main Road,
Vanakbara, Diu-362570

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of the photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 078

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Pareshkumar Keshavlal Rathod
H.No, 3-1(9) Nilkant Nagar Parbhunivas
Raber Road Diu 362520

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 079

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Kalpesh Ramji Solanki
H,N 220 Vaniya Sheri Azad Chowk
Vanakbara Diu 362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **080**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Shivamkumar Kantilal Patel
H. No. 59/5, Patel Falia, Marwad, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **081**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patel Avnit Sumanbhai</td>
<td>H. No. 09, School Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 082
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Nishithkumar Naveenchandra
H. No. 140, Koliwad, Bhenslore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 083

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Deepakkumar Babubhai MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 227, Koliwad, Bhenslore, Nani NANI DAMAN.
Daman

*  
Signature of the Candidature  Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **084**
Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:                       VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
Patel Nareshbhai Dubarbhai                                   MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H.No 478 Ugman Falia Patlara Moti Daman                      NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- 085

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**
Patel Divyaben Manubhai  
H. No. 906/220, Koliwad, Bhenslore, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:**
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 086
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: Patel Simpal Chhotubhai
Kumbhar Falia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note: *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 087
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Vishal Mangar Patel
H. No. 141, Bhim Talav, Magarwada, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number: **088**

Date of Written Test: **20/03/2016.**

Time of Written Test: **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Sunil Nanu Patel
H. No. 73, Mor Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **089**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Bharatkumar Jerambhai Patel  
Patel Faliya Bhimpore Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*  

*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **090**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**

Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Keyur Hasmukhbhai Patel  
H.No 127 Patel Fariya Dori Kadaiya Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 091

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Alpeshkumar Kantilal MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
Koliwad, Bhenslore, Nani Daman NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 092
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Solanki Divyeshkumar Kailash
H. No. 945, Timba Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **093**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

| Solanki Jatin Harji  
| H. No. 1529, Kharvawada, Vanakbara, Diu-362570 |

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:

| MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 094
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Baraiya Romalkumar Bhikha
H. No. 3236, Kala Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 095

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Solanki Yogeshkumar Chhagan
H. No. 1338, Nr. Ramdev Temple, Kharwa Street, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature     Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 096

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Manish Bhikha Baraiya
H. No. 3236, Kala Street, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* _______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 097

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Baraiya Manji Punjabhai  
H. No. 1986, Hadmititawadi, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 098

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Patel Jayesh Ravubhai
H. No. 15/108, Patel Falia, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 099

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Vipul Ravubhai 
H. No. 15/108, Patel Falia, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 100

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Jyotiben Ramanbhai
Nishal Falia, Moti Vankad, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 101

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:          VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Kamlesh Natubhai Patel
H. NO. 374, Chheda Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* _______________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 102

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

| Tandel Jevinkumar Gajanand, H. No. 32/1, Machhiwad, Kadaiya, Nani Daman |

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

| MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 103
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Snehal Hasmukhbhai
H. No. 61/1, Patel Falia, Marwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 104

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:          VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
Patel Riteshkumar Ishwarlal
H. No. 5/105, Bhitwadi, Moti Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 105

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:       VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Taruna Dhansukh
Badhaliwadi, Nr. Magarwada Panchayat,
Moti Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 106
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Reekee Ramesh
Patel Falia, Dunetha, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 107

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:        VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Vimal Mangar Patel                                  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 141, Mor Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman        NANI DAMAN.

*_______________________________________        ____________________
Signature of the Candidature                          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: :- 108
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
Patel Rajeshriben Thakorbhai MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 142/2, Patel Falia, Dori Kadaiya,
Nani Daman NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 109

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Vijyetakumari Rameshchandar Patel
H.No. 33/1, Ajran Falia, Kachigam, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 110

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. 

Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Tanvi Naranbhai Patel
H.No. 148/3, Bhandarwad, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGMT SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* 
Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 111

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Jitendra Jagubhai
Ajran Falia, Kachigam, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________  ____________________
Signature of the Candidature  Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 112

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Serbanu I. Mansuri  
H. No. 116/2, SRS 298, Noori Masjid, Chart Rasta, Dholar, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 113
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
Patel Jayesh Madhu MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
School Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman NANI DAMAN.

* ___________ ___________
Signature of the Candidature Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 114
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Neha Anil Rana
H. No. 1/231,. Kachins Mens Wear, Wadi Falia, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 115
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Bamania Hemraj Ramniklal
H. No. 78-1, Nr. Ramdevpir Choro, Vad Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **116**
Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Pramodbhai Nagarbhai Patel
H. No. 95/3, Patel Falia, Pariyari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph and rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 117

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Vaishya Mitalkumar Mavji  
H. No. 1802, Tanki Wadi, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 118

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016.
Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Chakrawati Chimanlal
H. No. 542, Kankrakhadi, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ________________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 119

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Shital Gulabbhai
Mor Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 120

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Shaillesh Caria
H. No. 126, Patel Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar, 
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- 121

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:</th>
<th>VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patel Neena Gulab</td>
<td>MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mor Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 122

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Manojkumar Arjunbhai Patel
H.No 258/1 Chheda Falia Patlarar Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ___________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 123

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:          VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Shaishav Ishwar
H. No. 14/144, Chowki Falia, Dalwada, Nani DAMAN

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Damān & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 124

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Dharmistha Chiman
H. No. 542, Kankarakhadi, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 125
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:          VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Pushpaben Rameshbhai                                      MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 21, Jampore, Moti Daman                                  NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 126

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Bamania Nayankumar Nathubhai  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 2219, Mithiwadi, Vanakbara, Diu- NANI DAMAN.
362570

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **127**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Bharat Kanji Solanki  
H. No. 364/1, Kumbharwada, Vadisheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 128

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Mitul Lalitbhai
H. No. 173-G-1, Aatiyawad Rd., Daman Dhara Bar & Rest., Kumbhar Falia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 129
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:          VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Divyesh suresh
H. No. 26/2, Ghelwad Falia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Inviliglator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph and rest comes on the admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 130

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Bamania Ashokkumar V.
H. No. 685, Jalaram Society, Vanakbara, Diu

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 131
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Chetan Caria
H. No. 126, Patel Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 132

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Twinklekumari Rameshchandra Patel
H. No. 99/A, Kumbhar Falia, Dabhel,. Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 133

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Mitisha Hari
Flat No. 102, Jay Empire, Opp. Mahila Mandal, Nr. Veg Market, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 134
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Yavanika Dahyabhai  
H. No. 93/5, Motaghar Falia, Marwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST 
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________ 
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 135
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Aanand Natwarlal
H. No. 40, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 136

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Nitin Kumar N. Rathod
H. No. 3094/01, Agadia Street, Nr. Azad Chowk, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 137

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Axay D. Bamania
H. No. 187, Shree Ram Nivas, Vaniya Sheri, Nr. Azad Chowk, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 138

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Jyotsnaben Sureshbhai MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, Vachala Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 139

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: Solanki Kartiklal Jiva
H. No. 1162, Opp. Saudwadi Panchayat, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST: MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidate       Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **140**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:    VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Madhuri Ramubhai
H. No. 74/1, Thana Pardi, Moti Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. : - **141**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Vaishali Ramesh  
H. No. 17/1, Patel Falia, Marwad, Nani Daman  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 142
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Geetaben Rameshbhai
H. No. 17/1, Patel Falia, Marwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

**ADMIT CARD**  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.  

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**  

Roll Number. :- **143**  
Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**  

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**  
Patel Nilam Ramanbhai  
H. No. 57/2, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman  

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 144
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Heena Hirubhai Patel  
H. No. 100, Prakash Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 145

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Vibhutiben Natwarlal
H. No. 72, Fulwadi, Damanwada, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 146

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bariya Hemal Kanji</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. No. 193/1, Vaniya Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

| MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **147**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Bhandari Hemantkumar Prabhubhai
H. No. 161/2, Kachhal Falia, Kachigam, Nania Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 148

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:          VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Ketan Prakash
H. No. 129, Mor Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 149
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Vimal Prakash  
Mor Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 150
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Nanji Lakhman chavda  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 1588, Vaniawadi, Saudwadi, Diu-  NANI DAMAN.
362570

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 151

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Mitalkumar Chandrakant Patel  
H. No. 884, School Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 152

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Solanki Varshaben Ramji
H. No. 3133/1, Vadlasheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 153

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Umesh Dhanji Charaniya
H. NO. 58, Kumbharwada, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 154

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Tejash Kanubhai
H. No. 76, 15/3, Varliwad, Pariyari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 155

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN

Deep Gulabbhai Patel
H. No. 72, Koliwad, Kachigam, Nani Daman

Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number: **156**

Date of Written Test: **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test: **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Patel Dharmishtha Manubhai  
H. No. Koli Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **157**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Patel Nitesh Harshadbhai
H. No. 40/x-12, Ghelwad Falia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________      __________________
Signature of the Candidates      Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 158

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Vandanaben Somabhai
Amaliya, Dabhel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, 
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 159

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Upasanaben Ishvarbhai
H. No. 57/1, Medi Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature  Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.  

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 160  
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Ashmita Manubhai  
H. N O, 224/2, Prakash Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.  

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 161  

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  

Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Patel Hemaniben Gulabbhai  
H. No. 52, Navyug Falia, Magarwada, Moti Daman  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  

*  

Signature of the Candidature  

Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 162

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Udaykumar Ramanlal, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 163

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Neha Ramji Solanki  
H. No. 22, Vaniya Sheri, Azad Chowk, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ___________________       ____________________ 
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 164

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Jitesh Raman  
Tanki Falia, Patiara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 165

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Bhavin Laxmanbhai
H. No. 269, Vachal Falia, Patlara,, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 166
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Jayeshkumar Makanbhai Patel
H. No. 70-D-15, Ghelwad Falia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 167

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.        Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:       VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Nilaben Babubhai Patel
H. No. 57/3, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 168
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
Patel Asmita Thakor MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. C-890, Dunetha, Nani Daman NANI DAMAN.

* ___________________________       ________________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **169**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Keval Jayavant Oza  
H. No. 2/168, Brahman Falia, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 170

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Bhaswati Ashis Gupta
E-108, Dhanlaxmi Corporations, Nr. St. Xavier’s High School, Ramnagar, Charwada Rd., Vapi-396195

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..  

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 171  
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Mulla Zahir Jailiahmed  
H. No. 316, Masjid Street, Varkund, Nani Daman  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 172
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Rahulbhai Laxmanbhai
H. No. 93/1, Ajran Falia, Kachiagam, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 173

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Sachitanand Pushkar Mishra
Flat No. 107, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- 174

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Pooja Harishkumar Joshi  
Brahman Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 175

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Halpati Vishal Vishnu
H. No. 28/1, Palhit, Damanwada, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 176

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Minal Hasmukh Patel
H.No. C/228, Near Sapna Bar, Somnath, Dabhel, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.  

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 177  
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Trivedi Kartik Y.  
Block No. 68/C, Om Prakash- 1, Talaja Rd.  
Bhavnagar, Gujarat-364002  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  

Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- 178

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Kamli Varsha Shantaram
H. No. 95/KH, Kamli Falia, Nani Vankad, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 179

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Heeren Balkrishna Bhandari
H. No. 10/104, Luhar Falia, Near Fish Market, C/O Bhartiya Hotel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 180
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Jignasha Kanji Chauhan  
Room No. 5/2, Police Qtr. Opp. ICICI Bank, Kathiria, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 181

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Mitul Arjunbhai Mehta
H. No, Row House no 8, Vrundavan Society Gurukul Vihar, Near National High Way no 8, Gunjan, Vapi-396195

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 182

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Manisha Manohar Patil
H. No. 7/310, Tailor street, Main Road, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 183

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Solanki Akash Samji
C/o. Dhirajlal Dana Vaja, H. No. 8/45, Usha Nivas, Gandhipara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 184

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Gaurang Chhagan Mepani
H. No. 79/80, Krusna Nagar, Singapur Char Rasta, Cross Way Road, Nr. Multi Purpose Hall Surat-395004

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 185
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.       Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:      VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Granisha Viralkumar Bhagat
At: Dhivar Sheri Nr. Nani Mata Temple,
Valsad-396001

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **186**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Solanki Nayankumar Nanji  
H. No. 1461, Bundar Road, Near Galaxy Bar, Vanakbara, Diu-392570

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 187
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Krupa Sureshbhai Rav
Government Colony, Room No.B-2, Colony-B, Near Three Gate, Ta. Dharampur, Dist Valsad-396050

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 188

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Sandhya Mahendrabhai Basta
Asura Nishal Falia, At. Asura Po.
Dharampur, Dist: Valsad-396050

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 189

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Alpesh Dhanji
H. No. 442/2, Zupadi, Dagachi,
Bucharwada, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 190

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Contractor Nikita Narottam  
Opp. Goa Bank, Kathiria, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 191

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Avinash Hemendrasing Thakur
G/27/319, Shivam Appt., Nava Wadaj, Near Vayaswadi, Ahmedabad-380013

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 192

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

Maher Harshadbhai Anantbhai
Maroli Mangelwad, St. Sanjan, Ta.
Umargam, Dist: Valsad-396130

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 193

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Kanhai Hirenbhai Kaj
102, 1st Floor, Ekta Appt., Sarvoday Society, Tin Batti, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **194**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Keyur Bharat  
Bhandarwad, Bhimpore

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 195

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Meghna Bhuperndrabhai
H. No. 111 CH, Bhimpore, Nani Vankad

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 196

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Mali Ashokkumar Hemaram
H. No. 237-A/4, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 197

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Anu Jacob
TC 7/8 (1), Rosamystica, Kanjirampara,
TVM, Kerala-695030

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card. 

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 198  

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Chauhan Kiransinh Himatsinh  
At: Khareda, PO- Ravaliya, Ta. Halol, Dist. Panchmahal  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 199

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Jignakumari Vinaykumar Mahyavanshi
Sanskriti Appt., Air port Road, Dunetha, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 200

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Roshani Shaileshkumar Halpati
H. No. 897, Boria Talav, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 201

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Aaiwala Foram Babubhai
H. No. 897, Boria Talav, Pattara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 202

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. 

Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Minazuddin Nasimuddin Sheikh 
B/1, Govt. Otrs, Fort Area, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, 
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 203
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Singh Sandhya Ramkumar
Flat No. 603, Raj Avenue, Wing- B,
Dunetha, Nanii Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 204

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Halpati Kamalkumar Jagdish
H. No. 82, Junagam, Pariyari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.  

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 205  

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  

Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Greenalkumar Chandubhai Patel  
H. No. 94-8, Motaghar Falia, Marwad, Nani Daman  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 206

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Rana Vivekkumar Rajendrakumar
Opp. Station Road, Jambusaria Chawl,
Opp. Sai Baba Temple, Halol-38935

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 207

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Smart Utkarsh Manish
D/7, 'Alpha Villa Row House', Opp. Lane
No.5, Behind Prarthana Mandir, Dilip Nagar, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 208

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Vipul Sinh Chauhan
D-304, Panchratna Homes, Nera Ayojan Nagar, S.P. Ring Road, Vinzol, Ahmedabad, Gujarat-382445

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **209**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Mayank Hariram Saini  
G-26/308, Shivam Appt., Nawa Wadaj,  
Near Vayawadi, Ahmedabad-380013

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 210

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Rajat Dineshbhai Bhandari
H. No. 176/3, Kachhal Falia, Kachigam, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 211

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Smrat Jagrut Pradeepkumar
H. No. 2-136, Randal Street, Diu-362520

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 212

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Shakoor Hanif Lakhani  
H. No. 3/288-A, S.F. Awala Falia, Kharawad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST 
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 213

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Kamlesh Jiva Soolanki
H. No. 821/2, Timba Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 214

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Keyurkumar Chhanubhai Halpati  
H. No. 53, Talav Falia, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 215

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Bhaveshkumar Maganlal
H. No. 126, Patel Falia, Dori Kadaiya, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 216

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Tyagraj Ravindrabhai  
Nr. Govt. School, Bhenslore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 217
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.    Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:    VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Sarfaraz Maheboob Jiwani    MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
Opp. Police Otrs., Hospital Road, Diu-   NANI DAMAN.
362520

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 218

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Thakor Jayeshji Cheharaji
Kanari Nomad, Nadoil Gate, At: Takuka
Vadnagar, Dist: Mehsana-384355

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 219
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Bhandari Henal Amit
H. No. 148, Devka Taiwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 220

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Niteshkumar Mahendrabhai
H. No. 20 Sanskardham Society, At & Po. Gandevi, Ta. Gandevi, Dist: Navsari

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 221

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Damania Britesh Pratap
H. No. 58, Bhamti, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 222

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Damania Yogesh Pratap  
H. No. 58, Bhamti, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 223

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Nidhi Suresh
H. No. 1118, Ambawadi, Moti Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*                                     *
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 224

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.     Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Bhairavkumar Rameshbhai
H. No. 74/5, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 225

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Bhartiben Babubhai  
H. No. 57/3, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 226

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Mahyavanshi Sweta Narendra  
H. No. 144, Char Rasta, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 227
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Viral Thakor
H. No. 52/9, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 228

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Tejal Mansukh
Kumbhar Falia, Dabhel, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MG M SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITE TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 229
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Bhandari Jaynesh Kishabhai MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 10/164, Luhar Falia, Nani Daman NANI DAMAN.

* ________________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 230

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:       VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Halpati Leenaben Radkabhai MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.
H. No. 102, Kund Falia, Bhimpore, Nani DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 231

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016

Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Rekha Dinesh Halpati
Navo Nagari, Dori Kadaiya, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 232
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:       VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Riddhi Devendrakumar Pathak
H. No. 1/178-A, Prabhu Falia, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 233
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016
Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Meghna Manish Kelkar
At po:- Kalgam, Bariyawad Rd., Ta: Umergam, Gujarat-396140

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 234

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Solanki Pramod Pancha
H. No. 1819, Near SBI Bank, Navapara, Buchbarwad, Diu

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 235

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Gaikwad Nilambari Dilip
At: Karanjegoan (Someshwar Mandir Rd.)
Ta: Baramati, Dis:t Pune-412306

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 236

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Pannaben Vijaybhai
Sugar Factory Colony, Gandevi, Dist: Navsari

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 237

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: Tushar Baban Dange
H. No.A-06, Dattguru C.H.S. Sector-04, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra-400705

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST: MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **238**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**

Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imran Nazir Vora</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. No. 3-1/14, Zam Zam Palace, Nilkanth Nagar, Raberi Rd., Diu-362520</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

| MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |

*______________________       ____________________*

Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 239

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Sunita Ashokbhai Dhodi  
H. No. 161, Patel Falia, Zari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 240

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Varli Dharmesh Ganpat  
H. No. 82, Varliwad, Jampore, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number: **241**

Date of Written Test: **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test: **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Ronak Siraj sorathiya  
H. No. 104/A-Wing, Damania Enclave, Opp.  
Bus stand, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________*

Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 242
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Dhodi Alkeshkumar Sureshbhai  
H. No. 98, School Falia, Zari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 243

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Naresh Naran Halpati
H. No. 142, School Falia, Ambawadi, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number: **244**

Date of Written Test: **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test: **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

| Solanki Manjulaben Muljibhai  
At: Kodinar, CHC Qtrs. Ta: Kodinar, Dist: Gir, Somnath, Gujarat-362720 |

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:**

| MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 245

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Solanki Vipulkumar Muljibhai
At: Kodinar, CHC Qtrs. Ta: Kodinar, Dist: Gir, Somnath, Gujarat-362720

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.  

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 246  

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Parth Balkishan  
H. No. 5/105, Main Road, Bhitwadi, Moti Daman  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 247
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Shahil Nanubhai
H. No. 35/2, Sura Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature
* Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 248

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Damania Mayuriben Rameshbhai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. No. 42, Gandhi Falia, Moti vankad, Nai Daman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

| MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 249

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Damania Pragnil Rameshbhai
H. No. 42, Gandhi Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 250
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.       Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Sindhava Hemangee Yogeshbhai
"Shantikunj" Dr. Kelkar Road, Opp. Manesh Medical Store, Diu

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 251
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Pritamkumar Amratlal
H. No. 628, Talav Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 252

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Savani Dhavalkumar Vallabhbhai
H. No. 301, Radhe Residency, Opp. Maniba School, Nr. Haridarshan No Khado, Dabholi Rd., Surat, Gujarat

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Affix your Passport Size Photograph by Self Attested

U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar, Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **253**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divecha Vicky Asharaf</th>
<th>MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadmatiya Street, Zampa Road, Diu-362520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **254**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Patel Jatin Manhar H. No. 441/B, Tanki Falia, Dunetha, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 255

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Mahyavanshi Tinkalben Pravinbhai  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 181, Mahyavanshi Falia, Dalwada,  NANI DAMAN.
Nani Daman

Signature of the Candidature           Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **256**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**

Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Rakeshkumar Satishbhai
Lodha Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________*
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 257

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: Solanki Vijaykuumar Kantibhai
3-DMC Qtrs. Iskat Sheri, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST: MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 258

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Rahul Ashok Damania  
H. No. 147, Manojgiri Nagar, Magarwada, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 259

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Jigneshbhai Sumanbhai Halpati MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 103, Tanki Fallia, Dunetha, Nani NANI DAMAN.
Daman

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 260
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Jethwa Sagar Dhanji MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
Zapa Gate, Near Ambe Maa Temple, NANI DAMAN.
Goghla, Diu-362540

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 261
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Vyomesh Bharat Contractor
H. No. 205, Dhanson Appt., Cross Lane-1,
Dilip Nagar, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamilatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 262

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: Shriprakash J. Yadav
H. No. 202, Niketan Residency, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 263

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Ketan Amrat
School Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 264

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Shaileshkumar Dashrathbhai
Adarsh Nivasha School, Waghai, Ta & Po.
Waghai, Dist : Dang, Gujarat-382870

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 265

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:        VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Priyanka Shantilal Patel        MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.
H. No. 416, Tanki Falia, Dunetha, Nani Daman

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 266

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Dhanraj Pratap Solanki  
H. No. 38/4, Mahyavanshi Falia, Pariyari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 267

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Patel Mayur Prakash
H. No. 332, Pardi Falia, Behind Govt. High School, Dunetha, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit Card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **268**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**

Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Patel Kalpeshkumar Somabhai
H. No. 232, Koliwad, Bhenslore, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 269

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.    Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:          VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Sindhava Hemangee Yogeshbhai                      MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.
“Shantikunj” Dr. Kelkar Road, Opp., Manesh Medical Store, Diu

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 270
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Darpankumar Pranubhai
H. No. 6/1, School Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 271
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Sharthak Dilipkumar Pandya  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. A-304, Mangal Murti Appt.,  NANI DAMAN.
Khariwad, Nani Daman

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 272
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Ompraksh J. Yadav  
H. No. B-202, Niketan Residency, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 273

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Shaileshbhai Amratbhai
Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 274

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.        Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:        VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Keyur Amrut                                     MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 14-124, Sanj Pardi, Nani Daman             NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 275

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.    Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Bariya Chiral Vijay
At. Po. Maroli, Ta: Umergaon, Dist: Valsad, Gujarat

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature        Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 276

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Patel Mehul Deepakbhai
Vatar Falia, Sarodhi, Udvada (R.S), Ta: Pardi; Dist: Valsad, Gujarat-396185

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 277

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Jank Somabhai Patel
H. No. 39/2, Kolo Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 278

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Ahir Chiragkumar Thakorbhai  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, 
Patel Falila, Bhimpore, Nani Daman  NANI DAMAN.

*  Signature of the Candidature  Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 279
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Sultan Tanveerhussain M.  
H. No. 3/105, Masjid Street, Kharawad,  
Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 280
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Bhalgamiya Dipak Bhai Rameshhbhai
H. No. B-26, Avni Nagar Society, Opp. M.G.M. School New Sama Road,
Vadodara-390024

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Affix your Passport Size Photograph by Self Attested

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 281

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

Patel Naresh Naginbhai
H. No. 201, Prakash Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 282

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Hasmukh Hiralal Jethwa MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 1811, Navapara, Fatak, NANI DAMAN.
Bucharwada, Diu-362571

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 283

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Pratyik Rajendra Panduya
2-118-S4 Vaniawad-1 K.P Complex Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 284
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Chetnaben Mukeshkumar Dhodi
H.No 44 Katha Falia Zari Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 285

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Dhodi Monika Kishna
H. No. 12/305, Borajiva Sheri, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 286

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Hiralkumari Shukkarbhai
Nutan Nagar, Pardi, Killa Pardi-396125

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* 
Signature of the Candidature Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 287

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Divyesh Dhirubhai
Hanuman Falia, Palsana. Po: Udvada, Dist: Valsad -396185

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 288

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Purav Natvarlal
H. No. 1630/4, B-4, Niketan Park, Nr. Jog Hospital, Janu Ni Wadi, Dunetha, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..  

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 289  
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Dhanshyambhai Rameshbhai Patel  
Lodha Falia Patlara Moti Daman  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.  

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- 290

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Hiralbhai Uttambhai Patel  
Patel Falia Bhimpore Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 291
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Kavitaaben Uttambhai Patel
Patel Falia Bhimpore Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* _______________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 292

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:          VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Bharatkumar Amratbhai Dhodi                   MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H.No 144 Taki Faliya Zari Moti Daman          NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 293

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Bhavik Kantilal Damania
H.No 144 Taki Faliya Zari Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 294

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Halpati Dilipbhai Jivanbhai
H. No. 1, Zari, Ashram Falia, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..  

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 295  
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Ketankumar Manilal Patel  
H. No. 15/106, Patel Falia, Khariwad, Nani Daman  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.  

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **296**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**

Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Solanki Kushal Kailash  
H. No. 945, Timba Sheri, Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature       Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 297

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Viral Amratbhai
H. No. 72/2, Navyug Falia, Magarwada,
Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **298**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**  
Dharmesh Govind Patel  
H. No. 277/1, Vachala Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 299

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:                      VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Natasha Nazim Mithani
The Highness Co. op., Housing Society, A-Wing, G-1, Khariwad, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 300

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Kainesh Naran Mistry
Mota Falia, Bhamti, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 301
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Sagar Jigneshkumar Mukeshbhai
H. No. 5/161, Bhitwadi, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature  _______________  Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 302

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Halpati Ashokkumar Babubhai
H. No. 270, Badhaliwadi, Nr. Magarwada
Panchayat Office, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 303

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Hiren Moan  
H. No. 6/164, Vachali Sheri, Machhiwad, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **304**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.** Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Dharmeshkumar C. Yadav
H. No. 138 (6), Bhitwadi, Behind Somnath Temple, Moti Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*                  *Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 305

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Mitna Parul Ashwin MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H.No. 143/4, Mitnawad, Khariwad, Nani NANI DAMAN.
Daman

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 306

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Mitna Umesh Bhupendrabhai
H.No. 4/326, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 307

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Dhodi Suriakant N. 
Makat Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of the photograph and the rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 308

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Tej Navinhandara Pancholi
H. No. 178, Kot Desai Faliya, Vyara, Dist: Tapi-394650

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 309

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Shekh Rabiyabasrin Naziruddin
Qtr. No. B/3, PHC Campus, Fort Area, Moti Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 310

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:           VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Santosh Vasant Patel            MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 185/1, Vachala Falia, Patlara, Moti NANI DAMAN.
Daman

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 311

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Nilesh Ranchhod Halpati
H. No. 10/323, Kothapat Sheri, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ___________________       ___________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 312

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Gaurav Moan  
H. N o. 6/164, Vachali Sheri, Machhiwad, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

ADMIT CARD  

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY  

Roll Number. :- 313  
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.  

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Dimpal Chandubhai  
H. No. 236/3, School Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman  

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.  

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator  

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 314

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Halpati Ashokkumar Bhailal  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 556/1, Bharwad Falia, Magarwada, NANI DAMAN.
Moti Daman

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 315
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Makwana Kantilal Dayalal MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, H. No. 1402, Pavti, Busharwada, Diu- NANI DAMAN.
362571

* Signature of the Candidature Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- 316

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Ahir Mayuriben Rameshbhai  
C-Type Qtr. Nr. District Library, Fort Area, Moti Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 317
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Ahir Takshaykumar Rameshbhai  
C-Type Qtr. Nr. District Library, Fort Area, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **318**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sutariya Jaydipkumar Vijaybhai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. No. 1, Sabri Kunj Society, Motipura, Himmatnagar-383001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

| MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 319

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Jinal Sukar
H. No. 232/1, Makat Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 320

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Bhumikaben Mayurkumar Patel
H. No. 256, Char Rasta, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Affix your Passport Size Photograph by Self Attested

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 321

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Ujash Chiman
H. No. 810, Lodha Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 322

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Vidhyut Bharat Damania
H. No. 39, Mahyavanshi Falia, Pariyari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 323
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Reenaba Ramdevsinh Gohil MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
B-Type Govt. Qtrs., Fort Area, Moti Daman NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 324

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Bhavesh I. Bari
Bariawad, Dholar Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 325
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:    VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Pratik R. Patel
Dharmesh Appt., ‘C’ Room No:
305,Sarvodaya Society, Tin Batti, Nani
Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 326
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Minaxi Namdev Mangela
H. No. 6/210, Mangelwad, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 327

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Chetan Thakorbhai Patel
Patel Falia, Dori Kadaiya, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 328
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Halpati Bhavisha Kaushik
Behind Biblos Market, Kumbharwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 329

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Yatinkumar Thakorbhai Patel
H. No. 309, Lodha Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 330
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Ashwini Sunagar
H. No. 11/173, Barudia Sheri, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 331
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Sonu Bhagwan Singh
H. No. 11/363, Kolimar Sheri, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 332

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Anil Tulsidas
Bhim Talav, Palhit, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 333

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Sumit Tulsidas
Bhim Talav, Palhit, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self-attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 334

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:           VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Patel Swetalkumar Paragbhai           MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
403, Wing "B", Rameshwari Appt., Near   NANI DAMAN.
Mashal Chowk, Nani Daman

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 335
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Amitkumar Manharbhai Mahyavanshi
H. No. 143/3, Mahyavanshi Falia,
Kachigam, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 336

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Mitna Mohini Bhupendrabhai
H. No. 4/326, Mitnawad, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 337

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Vinesh Dineshbjai Mahyavanshi  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, Nani Daman
H. No. 9, Mahyavanshi Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

Signature of the Candidature  Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 338

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Bhaiji Gyasuddin Gulam
H. No. 2/304, Nasima Palace, Ganchiwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 339
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Ahir Shital Thakorbhai
H. No. 51/1, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 340

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Mitna Milankumar Kanaiyalal
H. No. 4/133, Mitnawad, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 341
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016
Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Raghevendra Pratap Singh
H. No. 78, Sector 22, Indira Nagar,
Lucknow, U.P.

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 342
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016
Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Hardikkumar Rajubhai
Chowki Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature
Signature of Invigilator

Note: *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 343

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Bhandari Tejash Harkishan
Bhandarwad, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 344
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Bhandari Brijesh Harkishan  
Bhandarwad, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- **345**  
Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Sanket Shantilal Mahyavanshi  
Signal Falia, Kadaiya, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 346

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Hemant Karsan Chauhan
Govt. Qtrs. No-C/2-2, Nr. Light House Fort Area, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 347

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Hardik Bhikhubhai Chonker
Shiv Krupa Appt., Flat No. 304, Nr. Ice Factory, Khariwad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 348

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Desai Jahanvi Pankajkumar
H. No. C-4/C, Govt. Qtrs., Fort Area, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph, rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number.: 349

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016.  
Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Damania Vikas Subhash  
H. No. 12/333, Borajiva Sheri, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 350

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Krunal Suresh Patel
H. No. 231/1, Praksh Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 351

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Miral Pravin Patel
H. No. 160, Bhandarwad, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 352

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Ritesh Nana
H. No. 31/2, Thana Pardi, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVajanik Vidhyalay, Nani Daman.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 353

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Patel Raginiben Amrutbhai
H. No. 11/285-A, Bhandarwad, Kathiria,
Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 354

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Jigishkumar Harichand
H. No. 96/4/21, Patel Falia, Pariyari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ________________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 355
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Patel Jenalkumar Sumanbhai
H. No. 66/2, School Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **356**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**  
Naik Ilesh Ishwarbhai  
Bungla Falia, Tighra, Bhagwada, Ta: Pardi,  
Dist: Valsad-396185

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,  
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 357

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Ahir Mitang Dahyabhai
C/3, Govt. Qtrs., Dholar, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 358

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Vaishalikumari Champakbhai
H. No. 884, School Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 359

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Vimalkumar Ramprakash Bharti
C-3/8, BSNL Staff Qtrs., Nr. College,
Ground, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 360

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Patel Sejal Somabhai 
H. No. 34, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 361

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Patel Sejal Somabhai
H. No. 34, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 362

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 

Ahir Dhruvlata Dahyabhai  
C/3, Govt. Qtrs., Dholar, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 363
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Malankiya Dharamshi Viththalbhai
H. No. D-38/1, Panchtirth Society, B/H Vasant Vihar, New Kathwada Rd., New Naroda, Ahmedabad-382330

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 364

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Miteshkumar Keshavbhai Dhodi
H. No. 97, School Falia, Zari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________________       ____________________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 365
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Jagrutiben Keshavbhai Dhodi
H. No. 97, School Falia, Zari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________  ______________
Signature of the Candidature Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 366
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Patel Shivaniben Dahyabhai  
H. No. 158, School Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **367**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

**Patel Hinesh Shankar**  
H. No. 104, Prakash Falia, Dalwada, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

**MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,**  
**NANI DAMAN.**

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:-  *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

**ADMITE CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- **368**

Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kamli Jignesh Ishwar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. No. 93/1, Nani Vankad, Nani Daman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**

| MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN. |

* ____________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 369

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  

Halpati Rahulkumar Chimanbhai Brahman Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 370

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.       Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:       VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Heena Hasmukhbhai Rathod
H. No. 13/378, Mahyavanshi Falia, Opp.
Goa Bank, Kathiria, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 371

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Dipeshbhai Naginbhai Patel
H. No. 103, Patel Falia, Pariyari, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 372
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Makwana Harshad Lalji MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 1698, Harjanwas, Bucharwada, Diu NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 373
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Pinkal Bhupendra Bhandari  
H. No. 440/5 (New 1085), Ambawadi, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 374
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:   VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Halpati Purnima Natwarlal
H. No. 1/342-S2, Wadi Falia, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 375
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Patel Chaitaliben Satishbhai
H. No. 787, Sura Falia, Moti Vankad, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ____________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature       Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 376

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016.  Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Bhavesh Dilipbhai Kamli  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.
H. No. 03, School Falia, Vadoli, Vatar, Ta: Pardi, dist: Valsad, Gujarat

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman  

**ADMIT CARD**

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number. :- 377  
Date of Written Test : **20/03/2016.**  
Time of Written Test : **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**  
Patel Janak Manubhai  
H. No. 884, Patel Falia, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST**  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________*  
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 378

Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Trivedi Mayankkumar Shaileshkumar
H. No. 202, Gharondu Appt., Happiness Gali, Tithal Rd., Valsad, Gujarat-396001

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 379

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Vrinda Jashvantra J Patel
H. No. 94/1, Nani Vankad, Nani Daman

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 380

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Singh Nisharani Mahendra Kumar
102, B Building, B Wing, Tirupati Developers, Khariwad, Nani Daman.

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

**WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY**

Roll Number: **381**

Date of Written Test: **20/03/2016.**

Time of Written Test: **11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.**

**NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:**

Tandel Pragneshkumar Dineshbhai
R/o. Kalai (Machhiwad), Umbergoun, Valsad

**VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:**

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature*  
*Signature of Invigilator*

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.*
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu  
Office of the Mamlatdar,  
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: - 382
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  
Rathod Yogesh Dhirubhai  
H.No. Quarter No. B-3, 66kv, Sub Station Electric Department Near College Ground, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST:  
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*  
Signature of the Candidature  
Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 383
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016
Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Daxa Sanjay Patel
Talav Falia, Patlara, Moti Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*Signature of the Candidature                        Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 384
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: Vanani Prakashkumar Vallabhbhai
H. No. 88, Sarita Sagar Soc., Chikuwadi Nr. Water Tank, Nana Varaachha, Varachha Rd., Surat-395006

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST: MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number: 385
Date of Written Test: 20/03/2016.
Time of Written Test: 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Jignesh Laxman Anjani
H. No. 1867, Nr. Primary School, Navivav,
Vanakbara, Diu-362570

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

Signature of the Candidature

Signature of Invigilator

*To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card..

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 386

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016.    Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:

Ahir Divyesh Natubhai
H. No. 51, Char Rasta, Bhimpore, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
NANI DAMAN.

* __________________       __________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 387
Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:
Nitej Bipin Halpati
H. No. 9/274, Motegam Sheri, Nani Daman

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

* Signature of the Candidature       Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. : - 388

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE:  VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST

Dipesh Dilip Patel  MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY,
H. No. 73, Medi Falia, Varkund, Nani NANI DAMAN.
Daman

* ______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.
U.T. Administration of Daman & Diu
Office of the Mamlatdar,
Dholar, Moti Daman

ADMIT CARD

Candidate is hereby requested to self attest the photograph in such a manner that half of his signature comes on the body of photograph rest comes on the Admit card.

WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF TALATHI FOR OBC AND UR CATEGORY

Roll Number. :- 389

Date of Written Test : 20/03/2016. Time of Written Test : 11.00 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CANDIDATE: 
Makwana Hardik Maganbhai
H. No. A/4(2), New Police Quarters,
Opp. RTO Office, Air port Road,
Nani Daman.

VENUE OF WRITTEN TEST
MGM SARVAJANIK VIDHYALAY, NANI DAMAN.

*______________________       ____________________
Signature of the Candidature          Signature of Invigilator

Note:- *To be signed in the presence of the invigilator.